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About This Content

Learn the secret Uchu has told no one else! In order to obtain a powerful and mysterious weapon, Lara Croft must face the
music in a brand-new challenge tomb, battle foes who look like but are not like any she's ever faced, and confront the deadliest
enemy of all: herself. The Nightmare offers new customization options, with the Scales of Q outfit, the Grip of Fear axe, and

the White Breath skill, which grants Lara's Fear Arrows the power of an area effect.

Included in the Croft Edition and Season Pass, also available separately.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit

Processor: i3-3220 INTEL or AMD Equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660/GTX 1050 or AMD Radeon HD 7770

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 40 GB available space
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Normally enjoy relaxing with this type of game, but a speed run is required to unlock the next level. Hence a relaxing game
turns into a fast paced panic. Sorry I don't enjoy this.

Graphics are okay, soundtrack is not too irritating, but the gameplay is just meh.

You can find better.. Fun quick little game. But I only recomend it if you wish to complete your Triangle Service collection :
aside the nice gimmick, it's not nearly as polished as the rest.

Not that it's a bad game by any mean, but consider it if you've got money to waste. It will always be a better investement than
buying a drink!. If your rig have trouble to run Crysis 3 then beware-this unfinished small house is hungry for even more PC
power.
But since we talk about around 200 square meters of game area (whole game), results are terrible.
Maybe is some eternal loop hidden by dev somewhere in house and that eat resources?
Who knows...

To conclude: this is not game, just some empty clueless space.
Everything is broken, achievements for sure.
Not even horror, nothing.
Empty shell.. You think you're a calm and patient person? ... Think again.
Never thought that such a teeny tiny game that was meant to bring joy and laughter to my oh so boring sunday evening would
make me experience the most brutal godf#*& holyasdjlkshlkasdfjklsdasadsjflk l\u00f6jkasdf ragequit ever. ARGH!!!!1111
Nevertheless: solid 5\/7.
BTW: as an undoubtedly necessary sequel i'd recommend "Punchy Fred". A game where you can punch that bastard in the face.
Repeatedly. Hard. I'd pay a lot for it. Seriously.. Nice old school shmup.. I played through this for the first time yesterday and...
good God, why didn't I do it sooner?

This is a gorgeous game. The environment looks great and exploration is a lot of fun, The puzzles range from simple to
challenging but are not ridiculously difficult (which suited me perfectly). The plot is given entirely without dialogue or text and
is very much subject to interpretation.

Today I looked at the achievement list for the game and didn't hesitate to jump into a second playthrough, not 24 hours later, to
pick up some of the missing ones. Unmechanical leaves you wanting more in the best kind of way.. I really like the aesthetics of
the game; the wobbly colourful graphics are a great fit.

The levels have a nice variety and while you can't get a game over in single player, they do get pretty challenging because of all
the moving parts. Warping from one side of the screen to the other was also used in interesting ways and I had to think about
how to actually reach areas at times.

It was also surprisingly fun to play multiplayer snake. I enjoyed the competitive mode more than I thought I would. It was a lot
of fun to try to do a sneaky maneuver to cut off my friend only to sprint into a wall myself.

It's a great little game and it really reminds me of the classic computer games I played as a kid in the 90s.
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If you're looking for another great story from the folks behind the Danganronpa series, there is certainly one in here. What you
may have trouble with is the process of extracting that story: the "gameplay" portion of this game. For Danganronpa fans
looking into purchasing this game, I recommend getting it on sale. This story of a few humans surviving together and forming
bonds in a world full of monsters is a touching one that makes the game worth playing, but one should be prepared to deal with
some difficulty.

The difficulty here is entirely unlike the difficulty in other Spike Chunsoft games. If you get stuck in Danganronpa, it's because
there's some contradiction you haven't yet noticed. After reviewing the evidence and some trial and error, you can progress
without too much trouble. Nowhere near as simple in Zanki Zero.

If you play on any difficulty higher than lowest, you can get stuck\/set back in Zanki Zero for any of the following reasons:

* Need all party members present to progress, have to return to base.
* Forgot to pack lunch, have to return to base.
* Poison you don't have the means to cure, have to let party member die, then return to base.
* Got backed into a corner and mauled by a bull, return to base.
* "Wait, I can throw items?!"
* Spent an hour looking for the way to progress, then find that rubble blocking the way has suddenly been cleared. Progress
without knowing how you did it.
* "Ah, a trap! Those are so fun. Very clever, level designers! You got me. Time to return to base! For the thirtieth time!"
* Fell down a hole. It was faster to return to base and go back to the start of the ruins than to walk back.
* "Damn it, it's the item-throwing thing again!" (Pro tip: when people start speaking French, be ready to throw items. I got stuck
on multiple puzzles because I completely forgot this mechanic.)
* Sachika had to pee and you were out of empty water bottles. You know the drill.

For the first chapter or two, play on normal difficulty. If you're frustrated by the game's difficulty\/survival mechanics, turn the
game down to the lowest difficulty so you can more easily progress through the story. You'll still have to struggle with
navigating the game's more tedious and frustrating dungeons, but not having to worry about the party's bladders and hunger
should alleviate some of your stress and some of the problems above.

If you decide to stick with the game, you can expect the usual in terms of writing: tragedy, comedy, a creepy and foreboding
atmosphere, optimism despite misfortune, and a full cast of characters that are lovable, hilarious, terrifying, or all of the above.
If you can survive the game mechanics, you're in for an awesome story of survival.. Seriously, this is a fun game.. no, no, no no
no no no no, hell no, it's alright to start with, and then not too long after you getting into the game, there is this one stage that
you just can not get pass, i dunno why is that , it pisses me off real bad.. Dear developers, here are some rules for future games.

1. Focus your content. Doom's first level had terrific spritework, soundtrack, secrets, and great map design that made the player
want to see more. Your first real level was completely devoid of content and felt completely empty. In the description you say
you've made 25 levels, but anyone would run out of patience after just 1 if you're not going to give them any content. Instead of
making 25 paper-thin levels, put all of your recources into making 3 decent ones.

2. First impressions are everything. You got it right by not starting the game off immediately in the action boringly with no
context, and you built tension up to those baffling guessing game rooms. Making the player look through 30 rooms for one key
is nothing but tedious, and these things just make the player want to quit.

The movement and aiming also felt unresponsive, but that's more forgivable in my opinion. I ran out of patience for this game,
but I hope you make something better in the future.. There is no reason to give this game a dislike.. I installed in , and it doesnt
play music in game, how do you make it work > ?. Here's my first time gameplay video:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/RORztWGM28Y

I also review other VR games on my channel! www.youtube.co\/user\/rpatenaude

I'LL BE WAKING UP IN A COLD SWEAT AT NIGHT FOR WEEKS SHOUTING "SO MUCH POO KEEP IT AWAY!!"
BECAUSE OF THIS GAMING!!
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Game is quite literally about toilet humor! A fun little adventure either way. Keep yourself from drowning in your neighbors
poo by repairing pipes and keeping the toilet unclogged. Also optional poo art mode!
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